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ABSTRACT

Classification of the structures of the complemen-
tarity determining regions (CDRs) of antibodies is
critically important for antibody structure prediction
and computational design. We have previously per-
formed a clustering of antibody CDR conformations
and defined a systematic nomenclature consisting
of the CDR, length and an integer starting from
the largest to the smallest cluster in the data set
(e.g. L1-11-1). We present PyIgClassify (for Python-
based immunoglobulin classification; available at
http://dunbrack2.fccc.edu/pyigclassify/), a database
and web server that provides access to assignments
of all CDR structures in the PDB to our classification
system. The database includes assignments to the
IMGT germline V regions for heavy and light chains
for several species. For humanized antibodies, the
assignment of the frameworks is to human germlines
and the CDRs to the germlines of mice or other
species sources. The database can be searched by
PDB entry, cluster identifier and IMGT germline group
(e.g. human IGHV1). The entire database is down-
loadable so that users may filter the data as needed
for antibody structure analysis, prediction and de-
sign.

INTRODUCTION

The vertebrate immune system produces a diverse set of an-
tibody sequences and structures for the purpose of recogniz-
ing foreign antigens on the surfaces of microorganisms and
bacteria as well as aberrant self-antigens. The sequences of
antibody proteins are produced by immunoglobulin genes
that have been rearranged by a process known as V(D)J re-
combination at distinct genetic loci that contain multiple
copies of each segment of the final recombined gene, con-
sisting of one choice each of the variable region (V), the di-

versity segment (D, found only in heavy chain genes), and
the joining region (J), which is followed by the constant re-
gion (C) (1). Most mammalian, fish and avian antibodies
consist of a heavy chain and a light chain, each of which
is the product of V(D)J or VJ recombination, respectively.
In each species, the light chain may be generated by one or
more loci, generating additional diversity; for instance, in
most mammals the kappa and lambda loci are used to gen-
erate light chain proteins.

Since the first antibody sequences and structures were de-
termined in the 1960s and 1970s (2–4), attempts have been
made to classify the complementarity determining regions
or CDRs both by sequence and by structure. The earliest
comprehensive attempts on structure were those of Chothia
et al. (5,6), who coined the term ‘canonical structures’ for
the antibody CDRs, indicating that each CDR (L1, L2, L3,
H1, H2, H3) might only adopt a few common structures
based on length and sequence. As more structures were de-
termined, the early classifications were extended in the mid
1990s by Chothia et al. (7) and Thornton et al. (8). These
classifications were updated periodically in the following
decade (9), and other classifications have appeared of sub-
sets of the current PDB (e.g. H3 CDRs or � chains) (10–12).
Nikoloudis et al. have recently presented a hierarchical clus-
tering of antibody CDR structures, based on the PDB as of
December 2011 (13), but not as a server or a database.

In 2011, we published a comprehensive quantitative clas-
sification of antibody CDR structures, based on a dihedral
angle metric and an affinity-propagation clustering algo-
rithm (14). By 2011, the number of unique antibody struc-
tures was more than 300 and it was possible to perform au-
tomatic clustering on a high-quality data set (i.e. removing
structures with low resolution and/or high B-factors). In
contrast to the Chothia system, we developed a systematic
nomenclature for the antibody CDR clusters such that each
cluster was named by CDR and length, followed by an in-
teger starting with the largest cluster first, e.g. L1-11-1 was
the largest cluster of CDR L1 length 11. Tentative associ-
ations of each cluster with gene locus (heavy, kappa and
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lambda) and species were provided. Recent databases of an-
tibody CDR conformations have used our classification sys-
tem (13,15) as a reference, and it has gained acceptance in
the wider antibody literature (16,17) and in industry (18–
20).

Classification of antibody structures and their correlation
with locus, species and sequence leads to improved antibody
structure prediction (21–23) and opportunities for antibody
design (24,25). Because of this, we have implemented auto-
matic assignments of CDR structures in the PDB to our
CDR structure classification system (14), and in this paper,
we present a comprehensive database and server of these
assignments, PyIgClassify (for Python-based immunoglob-
ulin classification), which will be updated periodically. PyIg-
Classify will also be updated with new clusters as the need
arises. Even as of 2011, it is likely that all of the major clus-
ters of conformations in human and mouse antibodies had
already been observed and the only new conformations are
either of lengths not previously observed due to somatic or
engineered changes in CDR lengths from germline or from
structures from new species not previously represented in
the PDB.

Besides being up-to-date with the PDB, we have investi-
gated the relationship between the CDR clusters and the
germline V regions of the framework and CDR regions.
Many of the antibodies in the PDB have undergone sub-
stantial maturation from germline sequences and in many
cases have been heavily engineered. In some cases for thera-
peutic drugs, the CDRs are from one antibody and species,
such as mouse, while the framework is primarily human in
origin. Thus, assigning the correct germline V regions is
a challenging problem. We have carefully determined the
species and germline V region of each antibody in the PDB
based on the IMGT nomenclature (26) and identified an-
tibodies with grafts of CDRs from mouse or other species
onto human frameworks. In many cases, the lengths of the
CDR1 and CDR2 segments do not match the lengths of
the same CDRs in the germline V region most similar to
the framework sequence. These structures provide useful
information on the possibility of grafting CDRs of dif-
ferent lengths onto commonly used, highly stable frame-
works, such as the human IGHV3-66/IGKV1-39 frame-
work, closely related to trastuzumab and other antibod-
ies (27). We find that 9.5% of non-redundant antibodies in
the PDB are mouse/human grafts and 16.6% contain mis-
matches between the CDR length and that of the framework
germline, providing an ample data set to examine in terms
of antibody computational design.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The methods for determining which protein sequences in
the PDB contain antibody VH and VL domains and for
assigning IMGT V-region germlines to these sequences are
described in the Supplemental Methods.

Determining antibody CDR cluster

For each PDB structure with an identified antibody VH or
VL domain, we determine the CDR sequences and their
lengths, which represents the first level of our classification

system (e.g. L1-11, L2-8, etc.). For CDRs with complete
backbone coordinates, we calculate the �, � and � dihedral
angles of the residues in each CDR with in-house scripts.

The next level of classification is by the cis–trans pattern
of the residues in the loop. Some CDR–length combina-
tions commonly have cis-proline residues (e.g. L3-9 at po-
sition 7) while a surprising number of CDRs have cis-non-
proline residues, probably due to low resolution and poor
refinement of the structures (see the Results section). If the
length was new (13 cases) or the cis–trans pattern was new
(53 new cases), we labeled the loop with a generic cluster
identifier (e.g. L3-5-* for CDR L3 of length 5 which did
not appear in the curated 2011 data set; or L1-11-cis4-* for
CDR L1 length 11 with a cis-residue at position 4). None
of these clusters had more than seven non-redundant se-
quences (H2-11-*), and 47 of 66 (71%) had only one se-
quence. In the 2011 analysis, we excluded CDRs with cis-
non-proline residues. The current database covers all anti-
body structures without a priorifiltering.

For each CDR length and cis–trans pattern with a cluster
in our original analysis, we calculated the distance of the
loop structure to each of the centroids of our clusters of the
same length and cis–trans pattern for that CDR, using the
same dihedral angle metric as in the 2011 work:

D(i, clus)

=
nres∑
i=1

2
(
1 − cos(φi − φi,clus)

) +
nres∑
i=1

2
(
1 − cos(ψi − ψi,clus)

)
.

This is the proper distance between two angles used in
directional statistics (28). The database and web server pro-
vide the distance from the centroid and we find that a cutoff
mean dihedral angle distance of 40◦ and a backbone RMSD
cutoff of 1.5 Å are reasonable to identify cluster members.
CDRs that are more than 40◦ or 1.5 Å in RMSD from any
existing cluster centroid are assigned to generic clusters of
the form L1-11-*.

Databases and web site

The internal and ‘downloadable’ databases for PyIgClassify
are SQlite (http://www.sqlite.org) relational databases due
to its support and straightforward integration in a variety
of computational languages and molecular modeling suites
including R, Python, C++, BioPython and Rosetta (https:
//www.rosettacommons.org). Tab-delimited text versions of
each database are also available. Each database contains
at least four tables: cdr data, SpeciesNames, GermlineAs-
signments and CdrClusterSum. The cdr data table holds
various pieces of information about the cluster, sequence,
structure and germline for each CDR and framework of
each identified antibody structure. The SpeciesNames table
lists the species and their short names used in the databases
and web site, while the GermlineAssignments table has the
germline assignments for both CDRs and frameworks by
comparing each antibody sequence to the IMGT (http://
www.imgt.org/) germline sequences.

In each database, there is also a summary table (CDR-
ClusterSum) for each CDR cluster. This table includes the
number of unique sequences in a cluster and other useful
summary information such as the median PDB, gene(s) and
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the identified PDB species where this cluster can be found.
The average deviation of the dihedral angles from the clus-
ter centroids (or medians) is calculated from the formula

θ = cos−1
(

1 − d
2

)
,

where d is the average of the normalized dihedral distances
of each member in a cluster from the cluster median. In this
file, PercentLoop is the number of structures in a particu-
lar cluster divided by the number of structures of that CDR
(e.g. all L1). PercentUniqSeq is the number of unique se-
quences in a cluster divided by the number of unique se-
quences for that CDR in the database. Loop conformation
is the conformation of the median loop in terms of the Ra-
machandran conformations, while ConsSeq is the consen-
sus sequence for the sequences in the cluster (the most com-
mon residue at each position among the unique sequences
in the cluster).

Databases are updated monthly to reflect the current
state of the PDB. In addition, all antibodies identified
are renumbered in the Honegger–Plückthun Numbering
Scheme (29) and can be downloaded from the website.

RESULTS

Before showing examples of searches performed on the
PyIgClassify server, we present some analysis of the current
structural and germline coverage of antibody entries in the
PDB (summarized in Supplementary Tables S1–S6).

Identifying antibody V regions

We identify antibody VH and VL regions using a set of
eight hidden Markov models (HMMs) that cover the an-
tibody VH, V� and V� regions (and one for the V�6 se-
quences that contain a framework insertion relative to other
V� sequences) as well as the T-cell receptor �, �, 	 and

 chains. While other immunoglobulin sequences are more
distantly related, it is important to distinguish between an-
tibody and T-cell receptor domains when clustering their
CDR conformations. In Figure 1, we show a scatterplot of
the highest scoring HMM (y-axis) versus the second high-
est scoring HMM (x-axis) for each positively scoring do-
main in the PDB. Empirically, the cutoff of a highest score
of 90 across the four antibody HMMs is consistent with the
annotations in the PDB for each sequence. The points are
labeled by their assignments to heavy, Vkappa, Vlambda,
TCR, nonAgR (for non-antigen-receptor) and constant do-
mains (Cdom). The non-antigen receptors included shark
Ig-NARs, CD8, the v-preB receptor and the human polio
virus receptor. In total, we found 1897 PDB entries with one
or more VH or VL domains of antibodies comprising 5711
chains and 17 260 CDRs. There were 240 entries with T-cell
receptors.

Germline assignments

As described in the Supplemental Methods, we assigned
germline V regions (but not D or J segments) to antibody
sequences in the PDB based on the PDB’s annotation of

Figure 1. HMM scores of immunoglobulin domains in the PDB. For each
sequence in the PDB with a V-set domain, the scores of each of the eight
HMMs covering antibody VH and VL domains and TCR V domains
were compared. The highest and second highest scores are plotted and
the assignments that are consistent with the highest score are shown for
those with score above 90, a threshold chosen such that the highest scoring
HMM and annotations in the PDB were fully consistent. Domains whose
highest score is below 90 were uniformly not antibody structures and were
classified as either constant domains if they were in the same chains as anti-
body VH or VL domains or NonAgR for non-antigen receptors, including
shark IgNARs, CD8, the poliovirus receptor and the preB-cell receptor.

species and comparison of the full sequence, the frame-
work sequence and the CDR sequences of the PDB anti-
bodies with those in the IMGT germline repertoire for sev-
eral species. From IMGT, we were able to obtain germline
sequences for VH regions of human, mouse, rat, Danio re-
rio, macaque, llama, camel and rabbit; V� regions of hu-
man, mouse, rabbit, sheep, rat and pig; and V� regions of
human, mouse, rabbit, rat and pig. A summary of these
assignments to the current PDB is given in Supplemen-
tary Table S1 for all entries and for non-redundant en-
tries (one for each unique concatenated sequence of the
CDR sequences). For the 59 IMGT germline groups of hu-
man and mouse, only 11 are not present in the PDB cur-
rently: Hu IGKV5, Hu IGLV4, Hu IGLV8, Mo IGHV11,
Mo IGHV15, Mo IGHV16, Mo IGKV7, Mo IGKV11,
Mo IGKV18, Mo IGKV20 and Mo IGLV2 (there are no
Hu IGLV9 or Mo IGKV15 V-regions defined in IMGT).

For the human germline groups, the table also includes
the number of structures that consist of mouse CDRs
grafted onto these human (or humanized) frameworks (see
the Supplemental Methods). The table shows the large num-
ber of antibodies based on the humanized 4D5 framework
(27), which is closest to the human germline sequences
IGHV3–66 and IGKV1–39 framework at ∼95% identity
over the framework segments in most such antibodies. A to-
tal of 78 antibody structures with distinct CDR sequences
use at least one of these frameworks and 36 different anti-
body structures use both. We note that the vast majority of
humanized antibodies in the PDB (those with mouse CDRs
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Figure 2. Histogram of CDR length changes relative to germline. For
unique CDR sequences in the PDB, if the CDR length differs from that
contained in the assigned framework germline sequence, the length change
is counted in this histogram.

but human-like frameworks) contain human � light chain
frameworks and all of these contain � mouse CDRs. This
is presumably because mice do not produce � antibodies in
substantial numbers (30) and grafts are almost always � to
�, and not � to � or vice versa.

The table also shows the number of times the CDRs in
the structures in each germline group are different from
the length in the parent germline sequence. The distribu-
tion of length changes is shown in Figure 2. These may
be due to engineered sequences or due to somatic muta-
tion which can alter the lengths of CDRs by duplicating
codons or eliminating a repeated codon (31). Most altered
CDR lengths differ by only +1 or −1 amino acid from the
germline CDR length. The V region covers the VH and
VL domains through the first residue or two of CDR3, so
data are only shown for CDR1 and CDR2 in Supplemen-
tary Table S1. The numbers are highly non-uniform due to
differences in the variability of CDR lengths. For instance,
nearly all mammalian L2 germline sequences are length 8
and so the IGKV and IGLV sequences for CDR2 do not
show length mismatches, apparently because CDR L2 ei-
ther does not undergo or does not tolerate somatic changes
in CDR length. CDR H1 is length 13 in most mouse and hu-
man germ lengths, while CDR H2 shows a variety of lengths
in the germline. It also shows more differences from frame-
work germline in the human antibodies in the PDB.

While the PDB is not a representative set of antibodies, it
does contain information on the frequency with which VH
and VL frameworks are associated with each other. A ma-
trix of the most common associations of common human
VH and VL domains is given in Supplementary Table S2. In
parentheses, the ratio of observed versus expected counts is
given for each pair. The IGKV1/IGHV3 combination rep-
resents the many structures based on the humanized 4D5
antibody (32). But other associations are noteworthy, in-
cluding the tendency of IGHV4 regions to be associated
with � domains.

CDR conformational clusters

The largest clusters of CDR conformations for the light
chains and heavy chains are given in Supplementary Ta-
bles S3 and S4, respectively. The total number of unique se-
quences in each cluster is given and the species and loci (� or
� for L1, L2 and L3) present in each cluster. In cases, where
only one or two germline V regions are present in the clus-
ter (e.g. Mo IGKV3 abbreviated to Mo KV3 in the table)
these are listed. The tables provide statistical information
on the distribution of sequence lengths for each CDR and
the distribution of clusters, both of which are highly uneven.
For instance, 98.8% of L2 CDRs are of length 8 and 89.0%
are in cluster L2-8-1. H1 is also very narrowly distributed
with 91.8% of length 13 and 81.1% in cluster H1-13-1. L3 is
the next CDR in terms of variable distribution with 83.0%
of length 9 and 70.9% in cluster L3-8-cis7-1. The remain-
ing CDRs, L1 and H2 are much more widely distributed in
terms of lengths and clusters, especially L1.

A number of new CDR–length combinations are now
present in the PDB which were not present in the PDB in
2011, as are some cis–trans configurations for some lengths.
None of these had more than seven unique sequences. The
thirteen new CDR–length combinations were: H1-9 (1 se-
quence), H1-11 (1), H1-18 (1), H1-20 (1), H1-24 (1), H2-11
(7), H2-14 (1), L1-7 (1), L1-8 (4), L1-9 (3), L3-5 (6), L3-6
(3) and L3-13 (1). There were 53 cis–trans patterns in the
PDB not present in the 2011 analysis, although at that time
we excluded CDRs with cis-non-proline residues. A total
of 45 out of these 53 new cis–trans patterns are those with
cis-non-proline residues and it is likely that a large major-
ity of them are incorrectly refined structures. For instance,
PDB entry 1OCW has 10 cis-residues (nine in VH and one
in VL) that are not proline (33). At least it can be said that
in most cases, the resolution of the structures does not sup-
port a structural feature that is very rare in the PDB (cis-
non-proline residues) (34).

We were interested in the correlation between cluster and
germline (in each direction) and so analyzed the prevalence
of each germline V region group (e.g. Hu IGHV1) for each
cluster (e.g. H1-13-1) and vice versa. The results for the
strongest correlations are shown in Supplementary Tables
S5 and S6. Some of the largest clusters, such as H1-13-1,
contain representatives from VH regions of mouse, human
and other species and in fact 74% of unique H1 sequences
belong to cluster H1-13-1. Other less common CDR lengths
belong to only certain V regions of each species and fur-
ther some light-chain clusters are locus specific (� versus
�) or even species of specific germline group-specific. For
example, L1-11-3, L1-14-1 and L1-14-2 contain only � se-
quences. Further, it is interesting to note that the majority
of mouse CDR grafts onto human frameworks belong to
clusters consistent with the mouse CDR, in part because
most such grafts have been added to human frameworks
with similar CDR lengths and CDR clusters.

Supplementary Table S6 presents the predominant clus-
ters for each major germline group. For some germline
groups, the only CDR length of that group is also one
that contains only one cluster. For instance, Hu IGHV2
and Mo IGHV8 germline sequences contain only CDR1s
of length 15, and are all entirely in cluster H1-15-1. It is
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Figure 3. Fragment of a result of a cluster search on PyIgClassify. A
screenshot of results for the L1-11-1 cluster is shown. This page can be
accessed directly from the search page or by clicking on the result for a
particular PDB entry that contains a member of the cluster (e.g. PDB en-
try 1N8Z). Note that chain 1BJ1J is a humanized antibody with a pri-
marily human germline framework (Hu IGKV1 39*01 at 94.4% sequence
identity over the human framework germline sequence) and a mouse
CDR (Mo IGKV10 94*01 at 90.9% sequence identity over 11 residues of
the mouse CDR germline sequence). Information on the entire cluster is
shown at the top of the figure, including a link to a sequence logo for the
158 unique sequences in the cluster.

Figure 4. Fragment of a result of an IMGT germline group search
on PyIgClassify. A screenshot of the results for IMGT germline group
Hu IGKV3 is shown. Only a horizontal fragment showing the CDR1 in-
formation is shown, while the other CDR sequences and clusters would
be shown further to the right in the snapshot. Even within the same
germline family (Hu IGKV3), different germline V-regions may have dif-
ferent length CDRs (11 or 12 in this case).

useful to note that several heavy-chain germlines sort ei-
ther into H2-10-1 or H2-10-2, which may be useful in struc-
ture prediction. Hu IGHV1, Hu IGHV5, Mo IGHV1,
Mo IGHV9 and Mo IGHV15 are predominantly cluster
H2-10-1, while Hu IGHV3, Mo IGHV4 and Mo IGHV5
are predominantly in cluster H2-10-2. Hu IGLV1 and
Hu IGLV6 neatly separate into clusters L1-13-1 and L1-13-
2, respectively.

Searching PyIgClassify web site

There are four types of searches that can be done on the
PyIgClassify website: (i) a PDB ID or a PDB ID with chain
specified; (ii) a CDR cluster selected from the list boxes
(e.g. L1-11-1); (iii) a CDR or CDR–length combination se-
lected from the list boxes (e.g. L1 or L1-11); (iv) an IMGT
germline group (e.g. Hu IGHV1). Figures 3 and 4 show the
results of a cluster search and a germline search of PyIg-
Classify, respectively.

A PDB ID query, such as 1N8Z (32), will return a list
of CDRs and CDR clusters in the input structure. 1N8Z
is a humanized mouse antibody (hum4D5 or trastuzumab)

which has frameworks that are 94% identical to hu-
man IMGT germline sequences (Hu IGKV1 39*01 and
Hu IGHV3 66*02). The closest germline V-region for the
light chain CDRs is Mo IGKV6 17*01 and for the heavy
chain CDRs Mo IGHV14 3*02. The table also contains the
sequence length, cluster ID, distance from the cluster me-
dian (◦), sequence and Ramachandran conformation.

From the results of a PDB search (by clicking on a clus-
ter identifier) or from a direct search for CDR clusters, a
user can obtain all of the structures that exist for that par-
ticular cluster, as shown in Figure 3 for cluster L1-11-1. The
sequence logo icon in the upper right can be clicked to show
a larger image. Clicking the ‘Show Non-Redundant Chains
Only’ button will display only the representative sequences
(the highest resolution structure for each sequence). The
‘Export to csv File’ can export any PyIgClassify query re-
sult page to a ‘comma-separated-value’ formatted text file,
which can be easily parsed or imported into a variety of
programs including Microsoft Excel. The majority of H3
loops occur in clusters labeled with an asterisk because they
do not cluster well, e.g. H3-24-*. These pages can be used
to view the sequences of each length and the framework
germlines they occur in.

There are three options for searching by germlines. The
list box contains all germlines identified in the current anti-
body sequences from IMGT. The user can search for struc-
tures with a framework in that germline group, with CDRs
in that germline group, or both. An example is shown in
Figure 4 for human IGKV3 sequences (Hu IGKV3). Only
the CDR1 portion of the table is shown. The germlines and
sequence identities of the frameworks and CDRs to those
germline are shown as are the clusters for each CDR in the
chain.

A user can also submit a sequence or a PDB-formatted
structure to our web site. The server identifies the CDRs for
the input sequence, or CDRs and clusters for the submit-
ted structure, and allows the user to download the result-
ing Honegger–Plückthun-renumbered PDB coordinate file
(29).

The entire database is available for download by clicking
the Download button on the main PyIgClassify page, http:
//dunbrack2.fccc.edu/pyigclassify.

DISCUSSION

Many antibody servers and databases have been published
in recent years with the dramatic rise in the number of avail-
able antibody structures in the PDB as well as the abil-
ity to quickly sequence an individual’s antibody repertoire.
Many of these efforts, such as NEP (35) and Paratome (36)
have focused on the identification of antigen epitopes and
paratopes, respectively. Servers such as IgBLAST (37) and
DigIt (38) have introduced tools for the sequence analysis
of antibody variable domains and their associated CDR re-
gions.

The SAbDab server (15), like PyIgClassify, provides a
clustering of the CDR conformations of antibodies in the
PDB. SAbDab is based on hierarchical clustering with an
RMSD metric and allows the user to create clusters at any
input RMSD cutoff value. Our cluster designations as well
as those of Chothia are provided for each of the output
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clusters, if at least one PDB in the SAbDab cluster was
present in our 2011 paper or in Chothia’s papers. As such,
the output of SAbDab differs from PyIgClassify that di-
rectly recompiles clusters of CDR structures based on a
fixed nomenclature and clustering scheme. The on-the-fly
clustering has its advantages but so too does a stable set of
clusters for the most common conformations in the PDB.
PyIgClassify provides a dihedral angle distance to the clus-
ter centroids, which readily identifies potential outliers or
members of the cluster that deviate too far from the cen-
troid to be considered true members.

SAbDab provides IMGT subgroups (e.g. IGHV1), but it
does not provide the full IMGT designation (e.g. IGHV1-
69*01) nor does it analyze the framework and CDR se-
quence separately or provide sequence identity to germline.
It only provides the species information given by the PDB,
which is unfortunately inaccurate in many cases. At least
150 antibody chains in the PDB are labeled mouse or hu-
man when the VH and VL domains are entirely human or
mouse, respectively. In some of these cases, the species des-
ignation may belong to the constant domains and not the V
regions. SAbDab does not specify the species of the IMGT
germline subgroup. This is problematic because human and
mouse (and other species) germline subgroups are not num-
bered in the same way. For instance, human IGKV1 is clos-
est to mouse IGKV16 and IGKV10 and is quite distantly
related to mouse IGKV1. Thus, PyIgClassify provides com-
plete and accurate information on the association of CDR
clusters and IMGT germline information.

Finally, our aim in developing the PyIgClassify database
is to provide information suitable for the prediction of an-
tibody structures and more importantly antibody compu-
tational design. We believe that the sequence variation in
large clusters provides ample information that can be used
to guide design programs such as Rosetta (39) to sample
amino acid types that are compatible with well-represented
structural clusters in the PDB, a principle that has been used
for other protein families (40). Further, accurate germline
assignments enable an examination of both sequence and
structure variation on a given germline framework and its
CDRs which can be utilized in making sequence changes
on a particular starting antibody with the same germline or
germline group. To enable these types of projects, all data
are available for download from the PyIgClassify website.
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